
NCHL Photo Day 2009 featured some real Kodak moments 
and our first overtime game at the Boys and Girls Club Rink.

Bantam Division
B3 HMB Lions Club  defeated  
B2 Ocean Shore Hardware 8-7

Austin Elchinoff’s fourth goal, a top-shelf backhand with 
just :12 to play, won the second game of a doubleheader for 
HMB Lions Club in a tight-fought contest that saw the affair 
tied 7 times.

Joe Wenzell assisted on a goal from goalie-turned-center 
Tyler Olson, who opened the scoring 4:28 into the first, plus 
added 3 more goals in the high-scoring affair. 

Zeb Miller tied the game at 1-1 when he lifted a forehand 
top-shelf off a Mackenzie Johnston pass. Then just :10 later, 
Krister Lansing sent Johnston in to score past the goalie’s 
blocker for Ocean Shore Hardware’s first lead. It took only :26 
for HMB Lions Club to respond, as Elchinoff went high-glove 
side to tie the score. 

Johnson won a faceoff :33 into the second and passed to 
Sammy Winters, who broke through the defense to regain the 
lead for the black-clad visitors. Olson one-timed a pass from 
Elchinoff to tie the score 3 minutes later, but with time running 
down in the half Kellen Gillooley went in on a 2-on-1 with 
Johnston and slapped home a softly feathered pass to make it 
4-3 at halftime. 

With time ticking down in the tie game, Sammy Winters (in black) was 
denied by the HMB Lions Club defense, which then headmanned the 
puck to Austin Elchinoff for the winning goal with just 12 ticks left. 
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Sponsor Spotlight
Each week we feature the people behind  
the league, the ones who support it and  
make it work. This week’s sponsor: 

Christine Maren Salon

Are you ever amazed that after an 
NCHL game, even after removing their 
helmets to reveal sweat-drenched hair, 
most players think they don’t need showers? Or think they 
don’t need haircuts? 

One trip to the Christine Maren Salon in Montara and they 
might think differently. 

That’s because Christine Maren Salon has been catering to 
people of all ages for several years, and its skilled and responsive 
staff consistently help people look their best. Friendly people, 
great service, affordable prices, exceptional results (and stellar 
views!)… that’s all part of the Christine Maren Salon style. 

After 20 years in Belmont, Christine McGregor, owner 
of Christine Maren Salon (and sponsor of the Bantam 1 
team coached by Mike Durso), has succeeded in Montara 
without a vast advertising budget because word-of-mouth 
has been so great, and the compliments have abounded. 

The cutting-edge hair styling salon is located on Main 
Street in beautiful downtown Montara, and does hair styling 
by appointment only for men and women of all ages.

A longtime supporter of the NCHL, McGregor says,  
“I love the commute, the people, and the community. 

That’s what it’s all about.”
And though NCHL players can only score goals and assists, 

she can still help you and your player score style points. 

Christine Maren Salon
1300 Main St, Montara, CA 94037
728-8787, ChristineMSalon@yahoo.com
Open Monday-Friday & every other Saturday, by appt only.

Check ’em out, and support our NCHL sponsors!

B3 HMB Lions Club defeated 
B1 Christine Maren Salon 9-6

Austin Elchinoff scored 3 times and 
assisted on Kion Mahrouzadeh’s powerplay 
goal, while Sam King had a pair of twine-
finders as HMB Lions Club built an early 
lead and defeated Christine Maren Salon 9-6. 

Elchinoff scored two first-period forehand 
goals, first 2:00 in, then again on a forehand 
after Evan Farbstein lugged the rubber up the 
rink and scored on his own forehand wrister. 
The second period was dominated by the HMB 
Lions Club, as goalie Tyler Olson turned away 
7 shots on his way to a 24-save day. The team 
scored 3 times, first by King at the 5:14 mark, 
then Elchinoff completed his hat trick :48 later. 
With time running down, Joe Wenzell set up 
Denny Plank for his first goal, a low laser to 
the stick side past a screened goalie to make it 
5-1 at the half. 

Christine Maren Salon came out with a vengeance and won 
the third period. Farbstein’s snap shot cut it to 5-2, though 
Wenzell responded with a nice slapshot. Jack DeWitt answered 
when he got behind the defense to bury one low to the glove 
side. Farbstein fed DeWitt for his second goal, high past the 
goalie’s glove, and DeWitt went high for his hat trick at the 
1:54 mark, cutting the lead to 6-5. Wenzell headmanned the 
puck to Dante DiNapoli for his first goal, low bullet through 
traffic to restore the 2-goal lead. 

Chris Bradley stopped 18 shots on the day, with help from 
swift blueliners Devlin Rocha and Noah Weinstein. 

After falling behind 8-5, the defense stiffened for Christine 
Maren Salon, as Curtis Jobe and Joe Quinlan allowed only a late 
powerplay goal by Mahrouzadeh, with Farbstein off for boarding. 
Pace Farbstein worked his way through for a goal with :30 left 
as he scored to the short side to make the final score 9-6. 

Get Well Soon! 
 To Squirt 3 Dr. Alborzi player Anthony Sassi, who is on 

the Disabled List with a broken arm (not caused by hockey). 
We’re hoping he can rejoin the action later this year.

STANDINGS
    
BANTAM W L OTL Pt GF GA
B3-HMB Lions Club 3 0 0 6 21 16
B1-Christine Maren Salon 1 2 0 2 16 19
B2-Ocean Shore Hardware 0 2 0 0 13 15  

PEEWEE W L OTL Pt GF GA
P4-Dr. Maahs 2 0 0 4 15 9
P2-Dr. Stasun 1 1 0 2 9 10
P1-Dr. Moody 1 1 0 2 9 12
P3-Islander Construction 0 2 0 0 12 14  

SQUIRT W L OTL Pt GF GA
S1-Pastorino Hay 3 0 0 6 14 3 
S2-Dr. Halterman 1 1 0 2 4 7 
S3-Dr. Alborzi 0 3 1 1 2 10 
   
W=Wins;  L=Losses; OTL=Overtime Losses; Pt=Points;
GF=Goals For;  GA=Goals Against      as of 6/7/09

HMB Lions Club came out strong in the third, as Elchinoff set up 
Olson 1:28 into the period and Elchinoff went top shelf with a  
backhand 1:23 later to regain the lead. Johnson responded with  
a second goal to the stick side to make it 5-5. 

The final 2 minutes of third-period action saw another 2 goals, 
as Elchinoff scored his third off a Denny Plank pass, and Winters 
matched the feat with a breakaway goal just 4 beats before the buzzer.  

Olson, obviously enjoying being freed from the goalie shackles, 
scored 1:20 into the final frame to the low stick side, after receiving a 
pass from Wenzell, his HMB Cougars high school teammate. 

With 1:49 left Winters scored his third, and it appeared the game 
would be headed for overtime until Elchinoff went in alone for the 
high backhand to win it for HMB Lions Club. 

Dante DiNapoli made 20 saves for the silver and red, and Sam 
King and Kion Mahrouzadeh  foiled scoring chances from Kian 
Kemp. Scott Brovarney stopped 24 shots for Ocean Shore Hardware, 
with help from defenders Kyla Kemp and Alex Infanzon-Marin. 

Did Tyler Olson (sliding) forget he wasn’t in goal, or was he just a tad late in sacrificing his body 
to stop an imaginary shot? Other proffered theories were that he was posing for the “Scores ’n 
More” cameras, or he suddenly became tired that very moment. Inquring minds want to know. 

DoubleShot Shutout in Week 2
No participants stopped the puck on the Boys and Girls 

Club logo in Week 2, but several contestants did win 
Snack Bucks (winners in bold):  
    Denise Cittadini, Mike Cossman, Rose Durso,  
    Jennifer Islander, Cindy Johnston, Andrew Keller,  
    John Lyons, Jo-Ann Mahrouzadeh, Kipra Niermann,  
    and Janice Olson.

This Week’s Shout-Out
    

Big thank you to Wendy Mansell and Brian Ginna for all 
the Photo Day arrangements. Pictures of your photogenic 
players will be back by Week 8.  

S

 Summer Roller Hockey Camp Signups 
   There’s still time to sign up your hockey player for Summer 

Hockey Camps right here at the Boys and Girls Club Rink. Two 
separate camps teach hockey fundamentals and offer tons of fun:

Pinnacle Sports Camp offers full- and half-day sessions the 
first 2 weeks after school lets out: June 15–19 & June 22–26.
 (805) 455-5708     pinnaclecamp@gmail.com 

CampSunNFun offers 3 weeks of full- and half day activities, 
from Aug. 3–7, Aug. 10–14, and Aug. 17–21. 
 (415) 519-4867     CampSunNFun@sbcglobal.net



Logan Bautista celebrated his winning score as  
Dr. Halterman beat Dr. Alborzi on a backhand in OT. 

PeeWee Division
P4 Dr. Maahs defeated  P2 Dr. Stasun 9-4

Ethan Glasman and Dimitri Weinstein had hat tricks as they 
broke open a see-saw game and led Dr. Maahs to a 9-4 victory. 

Dr. Stasun took the early lead when Andy Olson went 5-hole, 
and Liam Williams extended the lead to 2-0 with a similar move. 
With a minute left in the period, Ethan Glasman scored on an 
odd-man rush (we’re not calling him odd; the saying just refers to 
there being more offensive players than defenders) to make it 2-1. 

Tom Martin made a tape-to-tape pass to 
spring Rasmus Green for a forehand goal to tie 
it with :45 elapsed in the second period, to start a 
flurry of scoring. Olson fed Tom Beebe with an 
outlet pass, and Beebe fired in a high forehand to 
reclaim the lead for Dr. Stasun. Weinstein took 
the ensuing faceoff and sent one over the goalie’s 
blocker just :09 later to deadlock it once again.

Adam Mansell rebounded his own shot at 
the 4:26 mark to regain the lead. But Dr. Maahs 
wasn’t done yet, and with steely resolve Weinstein 
rebounded his shot with just two ticks left on the 
clock for a 4-4 as the teams headed for the benches. 

Four minutes into the second half Green  
saucered a pass to Martin, who gave Dr. Maahs 
its first lead. Just :23 later Green scored his  
second goal on a forehand to the glove side, and 
with just :10 left in the third Weinstein scored for 

Squirt Division
Dr. Halterman defeated Dr. Alborzi 2-1 in OT

Dr. Halterman rallied for a hard-fought 2-1 overtime victory over Dr. Alborzi 
as Logan Bautista sneaked one past the goalie on a low backhand with  
4:08 left in bonus time. 

After a scoreless first period which saw goalies Ryan Neirmann and Trevor 
Keller match each other with 5 saves, Sam Louderback opened the scoring for 
Dr. Alborzi with a long low forehand to the stick side with :20 remaining in the 
middle period. 

Travis Hamilton and Chase Hebb turn aside the rushes of Dr. Alborzi  
forwards Keenan Johnston and Joel Glasman in the third, and eventually  
teammates Sasha Kulda and rookie Mason Liaghat found some free blue ice to 
skate as Andy Kope and Eric Martin waited for the puck patiently. 

With 3:39 remaining in regulation, Ryan Amirsehhi broke through on a slapshot 
to the stick side and the Dr. Halterman blueliners held off some late scoring chances 
from Kyle Neirmann and Sydney Gallant. 

Dr. Alborzi forwards Cameron DeVry and Karsten Lansing battled for  
the puck with MaKaila Reyes, who was impressive in her debut, while  
Nolan Gallant cleared the puck effectively for Dr. Alborzi until Bautista’s  
finishing backhand gave Dr. Halterman its first win of the year

Despite being surrounded by Dr. Stasun defenders, Dimitri Weinstein’s shot from the 
slot scored with :10 left in the third period for his third score of the game.  

P1 Dr. Moody defeated  
P3 Islander Construction 8-7

Zane Hovermale’s powerplay goal – his fourth of the game 
– with :21 left gave Dr. Moody the 8-7 victory over Islander 
Construction in a close, tense battle. 

Carson Murison had a hat trick and 3 assists for Dr. Moody 
while Kiernan Gillooley had 4 goals for Islander Construction. 

Gillooley’s low slapshot put Islander Construction on the board 
first after 4 scoreless minutes, but a Gloria Oseguera feed sent 
Murison in on a breakaway, and he slipped in a low forehand. Just 

SF Giants Hat  
Trick Hat Winners
Week 2 SF Giants Hat Trick hats were 
awarded to:  
Austin Elchinoff, Kiernan Gillooley, 
Ethan Glasman, Zane Hovermale,  
Carson Murison, Tyler Olson, and 
Sammy Winters.

his second hat trick of the season. 
In the final two minutes Glasman scored twice more, the final 

time as he was sent in on a breakaway by Weinstein. 
North Cossman and Griffen Dulay played lockdown defense 

in the third period, and CJ Trexler and Thomas Babb prevented 
Mason Martuscelli, Marek Palladino, and Ian Goldbach from 
doing any further damage in the fourth. Graham Wylie turned aside 
26 shots in the deluge from Dr. Maahs, with help from defenders 
Antonio Roman and Jordan Shepherd. 

Assisted by blueliner Elliott Salazar, Dexter Hamilton finished 
with 12 saves for the victors. 

:24 later Murison took a Hovermale pass and sent one through the 
5-hole to end the first period 2-1 in favor of Dr. Moody. 

Gillooley’s second tied the game for the second time as he converted 
a second-chance rebound of a Zane Cordero shot 112 seconds into the 
second. Murison’s snapshot was picture-perfect (apropos on this Photo 
Day, don’t you think?) to make it 3-2 in favor of the silver-and-red. 
Murison then played playmaker as he passed to Zane Hovermale for a 
wristshot worthy of a Kodak-moment and a 4-2 lead. 

Less than a minute later Gillooley completed his hat trick with a 
wraparound to cut the lead to 1. Murison and Morgan Hovermale set 
up in front of the goal and Zane Hovermale poked in the rebound to 

make it 5-3 at the break. 
A Morgan Hovermale backhand gave Dr. Moody its 

biggest lead of the day at 6-3, but Islander Construction 
mounted a comeback started by Tanner Islander’s 
rebound off the goalie’s pads. 

Early in the final frame Islander scored through the 
5-hole off a pass from Travis Modena to make it a 1-goal 
game. Mark Brazil set up Zane Hovermale for his hat 
trick and a 7-5 lead at the 6:13 mark, but 2 goals in  
2 minutes tied the game. First, it took only :06 for Islander 
Construction to respond, as Gillooley took the faceoff, 
skated in, and scorched a long low forehand through the 
5-hole for the sixth goal. A second goal in two minutes 
brought Islander Construction level at 7-7, as Dominic 
Padua passed to Cordero for a low forehand to the  
short side. 

The game seemed headed for overtime, but with 
Islander tapped for tripping and time ticking down Ben 
Bray and Murison set up Zane Hovermale on the power-
play for his fourth goal and the 8-7 win. Jessica Oseguera 
made 17 saves for the victors, while Tristan Keller shut 
down the Dr. Moody squad for most of the second half. 

Indigo Kinzey and Grayson Capers were good  
muckers in the corners, but were unable to light the lamp. 

Goal or No Goal?  You make the call.

Though Carson Murison (from left), 
Zane Hovermale, and Kiernan Gillooley 
didn’t receive their SF Giants hats 
until after their Photo Day photos, they 
each celebrated their feats after their 
PeeWee game. 

S1 Pastorino Hay defeated  
S3 Dr. Alborzi 4-1

Tegan Mansell set up the first goal of the game, 
a forehand to the glove side by Luca Padua, and 
Pastorino Hay didn’t look back, winning 4-1 over 
Dr. Alborzi. Andy Vana assisted on one of two goals 
by Peyton Pastorino at the 3:52 mark of the first 
period to make it 2-0 after the first break.  

Joel Glasman cut the lead to one midway 
through the middle period on a pretty wraparound 
goal after a pass from Karsten Lansing. 

Pastorino scored on an unassisted slow roller to 
restore the 2-goal lead, and Padua added an insurance 
goal with 1:44 remaining in the final frame. 

Rookie forwards Patrick Hurley and Joey Garcia  
were stopped midrink by the defenseman Sam 
Louderback and goalies Cameron DeVry and Ryan 
Neirmann. Sydney Gallant and Kyle Neirmann were 
effective forecheckers for Dr. Alborzi, but unable to  
penetrate the Pastorino Hay defense of Patrick Ginna. 

Nolan Gallant and Keenan Johnston were 
good on the dump and chase, but goalie Billy Ginna 
turned them and 10 other shots aside to move 
Pastorino Hay to 3-0 on the season. 

PeeWee skaters must be wondering what you have to do to score in this league, as  
referee Scott Brovarney waves “no goal” on a puck seemingly over the goal line (well, 
not “seemingly” as you can see it in the back of the net). Players, that’s why they tell  
you to shoot “through” the net, not just into it; let that be a lesson to you.  (FYI, the 
whistle had blown, so the ref made the right call.) –Photo Courtesy Michael Shepherd

Looked like everyone wanted to get into the action on Photo Day, but if you count 
the players on the rink it actually wasn’t a too-many-(wo)men on the ice situation. 


